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It would be nice if the eViews apps UI also took advantage of the potential in the Vivoactive App for
example. So you could ask a question, such as when was the last time you ran 3 miles at 6mph pace,

and then you could automatically do a Find in the Apps browser which would scroll through all the
different workouts in your runs/rides, with any training data it could find, and you can then ask a
question like (as a hypothetical example) "How much faster was that run last time?". There are

limitations to this approach, I dont see how you could tell if your run was in the sport of track / cross-
country. But it could have potential, if it could be done via specific questions (in addition to the usual

yes / no answer type questions). This could be done to learn more about the different sports (and
even hobbies in my view) without needing to keep your phone for long periods of time. You can

select between running / walking as a workout, as well as being able to select one of the different
time / pace units (mainly split times, for one minute and 5 minute mark splits), and you can select a
field for the duration to enter in to that unit (like 1 minute, 2 minutes, 3 minutes etc). This is great,

as you can enter the precise split times without having to enter into the minutes per lap, and it
would save time, as you dont need to enter two numbers into the mm/ss time field, you can enter

the split time into the minutes field. The basic message from the top of the page is that we are
committed to publishing our numbers, i.e. we cannot simply publish and go. If we decide to publish
or not, we must publish our numbers for an accurate estimation of their potential impact. We are

convinced that this openness is our best tool to grow our business. We think of you as a friend and
we welcome your questions.
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